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Abstract. It is very effective to solve the multi variable optimization problem by using
hierarchical genetic algorithm. This thesis analyzes both advantages and disadvantages of
hierarchical genetic algorithm and puts forward an improved simulated annealing genetic
algorithm. The new algorithm is applied to solve the multiple traveling salesman problem,
which can improve the performance of the solution. First, it improves the design of
chromosomes hierarchical structure in terms of redundant hierarchical algorithm, and it
suggests a suffix design of chromosomes; Second, concerning to some premature problems of
genetic algorithm, it proposes a self-identify crossover operator and mutation; Third, when it
comes to the problem of weak ability of local search of genetic algorithm, it stretches the fitness
by mixing genetic algorithm with simulated annealing algorithm. Forth, it emulates the
problems of N traveling salesmen and M cities so as to verify its feasibility. The simulation and
calculation shows that this improved algorithm can be quickly converged to a best global
solution, which means the algorithm is encouraging in practical uses.

1 Introduction
In recent years, there are many multiple Traveling Salesman Problems [1] in reality as society develops forward. For
example, problems of multiple watering cart routing [2], urban medium-voltage distribution network planning [3],
ventilation network, aircraft assembly sequence planning [4], hot rolling orders staffing issues in steel industry [5], etc.
Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem is evolved from Traveling Salesman Problem. This issue is involved in
allocation between several tasks in several individuals [6]. Therefore, compared to pure path optimization in Traveling
Salesman Problem, multiple Traveling Salesman Problem seems to be more complicated and challenging due to task
allocation and dispatch.
From the points of MTSP description types, it can be divided into four cases [7]: M traveling salesmen set off at the
same city and back to that city together; M traveling salesmen set off at N different cities and back to their own leaving
city; M traveling salesmen set off at the same city but back to N different cities; M traveling salesmen set off at N
different cities but back to the same city. While this paper studies and simulates the first description type.
Looking from MTSP solving ways, it can be divided into following four ways; MTSP’s degradation to TSP; exact
algorithm; heuristic algorithm and Meta-heuristic algorithm. The research on MTSP has a history of fifty years. At first
exact algorithm was adopted to solve the problem, which used a lot Branch-and-bound algorithm [8]. While as
Traveling Salesman increases and city enriches, it would spend more time on exact algorithm so it is replaced by
heuristic algorithm. The representative of heuristic algorithm Lin-kernighan, but it would make space more complicated
if MSTP is degraded to TSP. Genetic algorithm, ant colony algorithm, neural network are typical of Meta-heuristic
algorithm. In recent decade, researches on Hierarchical Genetic Algorithm increases a lot. Different chromosome
codings result in different solution space and it will have an impact on convergence and optimization of algorithm [9].
Compared to ordinary chromosome, hierarchical chromosome has a stronger binding capacity towards to information
and their gene cluster can control to each other. Therefore, this kind of algorithm could solve multi-variables
optimization problems that normal genetic algorithm can’t deal with, but in terms of large dealing space and redundant
solution, it will remain to be solved later [10]..
This paper improves the chromosome coding of hierarchical structure, reduces solution space; designs self-adaptive
genetic operator for crossover and mutation; modifies Simulated Annealing Algorithm and makes it apply in MTSP
solution with hierarchical genetic algorithm.
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2 Improved simulated annealing genetic algorithm
Necessary coding on chromosome structure can reduce solution space and enhance operation efficiency of algorithm
[11]. The design of self-adaptive genetic operator for crossover and mutation could avoid premature convergence
problem efficiently and protect population diversity. Improve simulated annealing genetic algorithm, blend it with
genetic algorithm and stretch it in fitness can make algorithm get rid of partial optimization trap.
2.1 Suffix coding design of chromosome
The ‘Node Accession’ coding design of chromosome, like Figure 1, which could make multiple Traveling Salesman
Problems degrade to single Traveling Salesman Problems [12]. Take the example of MTSP: m Traveling Salesman, n
cities, this design may produce (n+m+1)! solutions, and other abundant solutions.
Hierarchical coding on chromosome, like Figure2, the upper parameter gene cluster is controlled by the bottom
controlling gene cluster. Compared to ordinary chromosome, hierarchical chromosome has a stronger binding capacity
which is beneficial to multi-parameter optimization problems. Also, taking the example of MTSP: m Traveling
n

Salesman, n cities, there will be n !m probable solutions and other abundant solutions [13].
The improvement of hierarchical coding on chromosome changes bottom controlling gene cluster into city
quantities of each traveling salesman passed and it suffixes the upper parameter gene cluster, just like what is shown in
m 1

Figure 3. This design sets the visiting sequence of traveling salesman [14], thus producing n !Cn 1 probable solutions
and reduces a large number of abundant solutions.




















Fig. 1. ‘Node Accession’ coding of three traveling Salesman and eight cities chromosome.
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Fig. 2. The hierarchical coding of three traveling Salesman and eight cities chromosome.
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Fig. 3. The suffix coding of three traveling Salesman and eight cities chromosome.
2.2 Self-adaptive genetic operator design
There are many advantages of genetic algorithm while there is also a premature convergence problem, which means
converging to partial optimization too early. After population going through several iterations, the individual will have a
higher average adaption and it increases exponentially. Due to limited population, these excellent individuals will
occupy a lot in population, while other individuals will disappear quickly. This trend is nearly in line with the principal
Survival of the Fittest. If it continues developing without manual control then it will result in sole species and an
increasing number of near neighbors of parent’s population, thus, genetic operator will lost its own value, making
algorithm fall into partial optimization. Whether premature convergence problem is obvious, depends on gene cluster,
the crossover probability Pc and mutation probability Pm : If Pc is too small, the iterative number will increase and
algorithm speed will slow down; whereas

Pc is too big, then high-fitness individual will be destroyed quickly; if Pm is

too small, it will be hard to produce new individual; whereas

Pm is too big, then there will be irregular exhaustion for

genetic algorithm. For premature convergence problem of genetic algorithm, it is necessary to design a self-adaptive
genetic operator so as to keep population diversity [15].
Self-adaptive genetic operator consists of self-adaptive crossover probability operator and self-adaptive mutation
probability operator. The crossover probability Pc has been improved like following formula:
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( Pc1  Pc 2 )( f '  f avg ) '
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'

As is shown above, f max is the biggest fitness among the group, f avg is the mean value of group fitness; f is the
bigger fitness between the two crossover individuals; Pc1 =0.9; Pc 2 =0.6.
The self-adaptive improvement is made to the crossover probability, and the formula is as follows:

( Pm1  Pm 2 )( f max  f )

, f  f avg
 Pm1 
f max  f avg
Pm  

(2)

P ,f  f
m1

avg

f max is the biggest fitness among the group, f avg is the mean value of group fitness; f is the fitness of mutation
individuals; Pm1 =0.1; Pm 2 =0.01.
2.3 Simulated annealing algorithm
The physical background of SA is the physical image and statistical properties during solid annealing process. SA
accepts a worse solution than current solution at a certain probability so that the algorithm will jump out of the
erroneous zone of local optimum. The procedures of SA can be summarized as follows:
(1) A solution is obtained under a certain temperature T (This is solution can be obtained through optimization of
Genetic Algorithm);
(2) If this solution is better than the one under last certain temperature, then this solution will be accepted, otherwise
follow (3) ;
(3) Calculate the probability under the temperature T:
dE

P  e KT (3)

It generates a random number a in interval [0,1]. If a  P , then the solution will be accepted, and turn to (1); otherwise
give up this solution and turn to (1).
From formula (3) we can see the value of P is getting smaller and smaller with the rise of temperature T. With the
proceeding of iterative (the temperature will go down with iterative number), the probability of accepting a bad solution
decreases. This is rather similar to crystal’s annealing crystallization in nature, hence, SA is realized.
2.4 Modified simulated annealing genetic algorithm

Genetic Algorithm has weaker local search ability. During the later period of Hierarchical Genetic Algorithm, the
fitness converges, and less superior individuals are produced. However, Hybrid Simulated Annealing Algorithm can
make it jump out of the erroneous zone of local optimum. Due to the compatibility of Genetic Algorithm [16], it is
feasible to combine Simulated Annealing Algorithm and Hierarchical Genetic Algorithm to form the modified
Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm. Now we are going to do the fitness stretch to Hybrid Algorithm:
fi

fi 

eT
M

fi

(4)

eT
i 1

T  T0 (0.99 g 1 )

(5)

f i is the fitness of the i the individual; M is the size of population; g is the number of iterations; T is temperature;
T0 is initial temperature. The fitness stretch of Hybrid Simulated Annealing Algorithm has obvious effect. In the initial
stage of Genetic Algorithm, individuals with consistent fitness had the similar probability of offspring generation; in the
later period, because of significant decrease of temperature [17], the stretch effect got enhanced, so the fitness difference
among different individuals is magnified which has made the excellent individuals more superior [18].
Here is the solution procedure of the modified Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm.
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Fig. 4. The flow chart of modified Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm.

3 Simulation Results & Analysis
In order to compare modified Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm with Simulated Annealing Algorithm, 50 cities
are given as simulation objects, and their coordinates in a plane are shown in Table 2. The simulation is divided into 8
groups. The numbers of traveling salesmen and cities in each group are shown in Table 1.
The first group of simulation takes the coordinates of the first 5 groups in Table 2, and uses Hierarchical Genetic
Algorithm, Simulated Annealing Algorithm, and modified Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm to solve MTSP;
each group increases gradually the numbers of traveling salesmen and cities, and the rest can be done in the same
manner.
Table 1. Eight simulation variables.
Sequence Number

Number of Salesmans Number of Cities
m
n

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10

5
10
15
20
25
30
40
50

Table 2. Coordinate values of 50 cities.
City Number

City coordinate

City Number

City coordinate

City Number

City coordinate

X

Y

X

Y

X

Y

1

82

84

18

66

54

35

58

22

2

52

30

19

12

23

36

68

18
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66

41

20

18

36

37

72

74

4

88

15

21

15

60

38

67

68

5

83

40

22

56

45

39

78

53

6

62

64

23

20

20

40

18

49

7

83

63

24

30

71

41

22

82

8

76

88

25

45

85

42

36

17

9

30

82

26

51

72

43

43

30

10

87

51

27

32

41

44

62

33

11

27

19

28

75

46

45

68

30

12

83

89

29

62

82

46

75

28

13

12

89

30

39

68

47

75

58

14

47

33

31

12

43

48

88

41

15

67

47

32

12

78

49

83

72

16

23

56

33

35

31

50

11

55

17

18

72

34

46

18

3.1 Simulation results of 10 traveling salesmen and 15 cities
Three algorithms are used to simulate MTSP (m=10, n=50) and these are all the convergences and solutions.
The algorithm convergence of Hierarchical Genetic Algorithm is in Figure5, and the solution is in Figure6.
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Fig. 5. The iteration curve of Hierarchical Genetic Algorithm optimum MTSP(m=10, n=50).
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Fig. 6.The solution of Hierarchical Genetic Algorithm optimum MTSP(m=10ˈn=50).
The algorithm convergence of Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm is in Figure7, and the solution is in Figure8.
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Fig. 7. the iteration curve of Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm optimum MTSP(m=10, n=50).
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Fig. 8. The solution of Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm optimum MTSP (m=10, n=50).
The algorithm convergence of modified Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm is in Figure9, and the solution is in
Figure 10.
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Fig. 9. the iteration curve of modified Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm optimum MTSP (m=10, n=50).
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Fig. 10. The solution of modified Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm optimum MTSP (m=10ˈn=50).

3.2 Analysis of simulation results
By the comparison of the simulation results of the three algorithms in Table 3 and Figure11, it is clear that Hierarchical
Genetic Algorithm is able to converge to a better solution, while Simulated Annealing Algorithm iterates faster.
However, modified Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm can sooner achieve a better global optimum solution. The
reasons are: the suffix structure design of chromosome reduced the space of the solution, the self-adaptive genetic
operator and double crossover and mutation improved ‘premature convergence problem’; the introduction of Simulated
Annealing Algorithm stretched the fitness and enhanced the local search ability [19].
Table 3. The comparison of the simulation results of the three algorithms.


m=2 m=3 m=4 m=5 m=6 m=7 m=8 m=10
n=5n=10n=15n=20 n=25n=30n=40 n=50

Hierarchical Genetic Algorithm˄
˄HGA˅

198 316 456 512 612 692 828 998

Simulated Annealing Algorithm˄SA˅

185 323 556 735 776 821 996 1270

Modified Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm (MSAGA) 193 299 413 474 576 668 778 956
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Fig. 11. The comparison of the simulation results of the three algorithms.

4 Conclusion
At present, there are numerous researches on MTSP. The situation of MTSP is complex, the solving of MTSP is
difficult, and the research achievements of MTSP are inadequate [20].This thesis adopts a modified Simulated
Annealing Genetic Algorithm to solve MTSP. The algorithm has following features:
(1) A suffix structure design of chromosome was put forward to reduce the space of the solution and eliminate most
redundant solution;
(2) A self-adaptive genetic operator is devised for double crossover and mutation which can both remain population
diversity and algorithm convergence;
(3) Simulated Annealing Algorithm and Hierarchical Genetic Algorithm are combined, and stretch the fitness,
enhance the local search ability so as to achieve a better global optimum solution.
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